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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to communication
field, in particular to a method and device for mapping
the initial location of downlink pilot.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Fig.1 is the schematic diagram of the frame
structure of the Long Term Evolution (LTE) system. In
the LTE system, a 10 ms radio frame is divided into two
half frames, each of which is partitioned into 10 time slots
with a length of 0.5 ms, 2 time slots form one subframe
with a length of 1 ms, and one half frame comprises 5
subframes.
[0003] For normal cyclic prefixes with lengths of 5.21
ms and 4.69 ms, one time slot comprises 7 uplink/down-
link symbols a with length of 66.7ms, wherein the cyclic
prefix (CP) of the first symbol has a length of 5.21 ms,
and the CP of the other 6 symbols have a length of 4.69
ms; for the extended CP with a length of 16.67 ms, one
time slot comprises 6 uplink/downlink symbols.
[0004] A Cell ID can be classified into ID 1 and ID2,
wherein ID 1 denotes the sequence number of a cell
group, ID1={0,1,···,166,167}, ID2 denotes the sequence
number of the cell in the cell group, 

[0005] In the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (OFDM) system, resource can be presented in two
dimensions including time and frequency.
[0006] Fig.2 is a schematic diagram showing the down-
link pilot location when the CP is a normal CP, wherein
1 denotes the sequence number of an OFDM symbol,
T1 denotes the pilot of the first antenna, T2 denotes the
pilot of the second antenna, T3 denotes the pilot of the
third antenna, T4 denotes the pilot of the fourth antenna.
[0007] The frequency domain locations of the downlink
pilots are as follows,
[0008] The initial location of the pilot on the first anten-
na is the kth sub-carrier (k=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), the distance
between neighboring pilots is 6 sub-carriers, and the pi-
lots are arranged in sequence till the last available sub-
carrier of the system; The distance between the initial
location of the pilot on the second antenna and the initial
location of the pilot on the first antenna are 3, that is to
say, the initial location of the pilot on the second antenna
is (k+3)th sub-carrier, the distance between the neigh-
boring pilots is also 6 sub-carriers, the pilots are arranged
in sequence till the last available sub-carrier of the sys-
tem;
[0009] The pilots on the third antenna have the same
pilot frequency domain locations as those of the first an-
tenna, the pilots on the fourth antenna have the same

pilot frequency domain locations as those of the second
antenna;
[0010] The time domain locations of the downlink pilots
are as follows,
[0011] The pilots of the first antenna and the pilots of
the second antenna are transmitted at the first OFDM
symbol and the third last OFDM symbol in each time slot
of downlink sub-frames, and the pilots of the third antenna
and the pilots of the fourth antenna are transmitted at the
second OFDM symbol in each time slot of downlink sub-
frames, which are shown in Fig.2.
[0012] As described above, the pilot initial location, k,
on the first antenna has no relationship with the cell ID,
there is no mapping relationship therebetween, thus dur-
ing the implementation of the system, the pilot location
can not be determined, which results in the system can
not perform various functions.
[0013] WO2005/053198 discloses a method for allo-
cating pilot subcarriers, which partitions the total band-
width of a downlink channel into subcarrier groups having
a predetermined number of subcarriers, allocates pilots
to the subcarriers of the subcarrier group according to
specific pilot patterns, and cycles positions of the inter-
cell pilots within a specific group by a specific cycle to
exchange the determined pilots according to a predeter-
mined reference. Accordingly, pilot collision is reduced,
a number of distinguishable pilots is increased to easily
perform cell planning, and a system is deployed without
special cell planning.
[0014] The papers NTT DOCOMO et al., "Frequency
hopping/shifting of downlink reference signal in E-
UTRA", 3GPP DRAFT; R1-072427 DL RS HOPPING-
SHIFTING, 3RD GENERATION PARTNERSHIP
PROJECT (3GPP), vol. RAN WG1, no. Kobe, Japan, 2
May 2007 and NTT DOCOMO et al., "Frequency hop-
ping/shifting of downlink reference signal in E-UTRA",
3GPP DRAFT; R1-071641 DL RS HOPPING-SHIFT-
ING, 3GPP, vol. RAN WG1, no. St. Julian, 3 April 2007
both disclose a two-layered frequency hopping and shift-
ing pattern generation, wherein the frequency hop-
ping/shifting pattern is generated by combining a base
frequency hopping sequence and a frequency shifting
factor. In particular, each frequency hopping sequence
generates a plurality of frequency-shifted versions of a
final frequency hopping/shifting pattern, which can be al-
located to the cells of a cell cluster. US2007/0202816
discloses a method of transmitting a plurality of commu-
nications signals over a plurality of discontiguous band-
width segments in a frequency band. The method in-
cludes defining a plurality of orthogonal subcarriers
across the frequency band and defining a plurality of
available physical subcarriers from among the orthogo-
nal subcarriers. The method further includes assigning
communications signals to respective ones of a plurality
of logical subcarriers, and mapping the plurality of logical
subcarriers to corresponding ones of the plurality of avail-
able physical subcarriers.
[0015] US2006/0133381 discloses selecting a starting
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sub-carrier frequency group for a pilot staggering se-
quence to mitigate the possibility of pilot signal collisions.
In particular, a randomized starting subcarrier frequency
group of the pilot is utilized in a first orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing symbol of a frame. Alternatively, the
starting pilot subcarrier frequency group number is de-
termined by utilizing a random number generator.

Summary of the Invention

[0016] The present invention is directed to provide a
method and device for mapping the initial location of
downlink pilot, so as to solve the problem that pilot loca-
tion can not be determined in the prior art, according to
claims 1 and 2.
[0017] The method and device for mapping the initial
location of downlink pilot according to the claims over-
comes the problem that the pilot location can not be de-
termined in the prior art, because the cell sequence
number is used for mapping the initial location of downlink
pilot, thus enable each cell to acquire the specific pilot
location, so that all functions of the system can be real-
ized conveniently.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0018] Drawings are provided for the further under-
standing of the present invention and form a part of the
specification, which are used to explain the present in-
vention with the embodiments of the present invention
rather than limit the present invention, wherein

Fig.1 is a schematic diagram of the frame structure
of the LTE system in the TDD mode;

Fig.2 is a schematic diagram of downlink pilot loca-
tion when the CP is a normal CP;

Fig.3 is a flow chart of method for mapping the initial
location of downlink pilot according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention; and

Fig.4 is a block diagram of the device for mapping
the initial location of downlink pilot according to an
embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

[0019] The embodiments of the present invention will
be detailed in connection with drawings.
[0020] Fig.3 shows the flow chart of a method for map-
ping the initial location of a downlink pilot according to
an embodiment of the present invention, which compris-
es the following steps:

Step S10, acquiring a cell sequence number which
preferably corresponds to cell identity (cell Id for
short);

Step S20, mapping the cell sequence number to k;
and

Step S30, setting an initial location of the downlink
pilot on a first antenna as the kth sub-carrier.

[0021] The above mapping method proposes to map
the initial location of downlink pilot using cell sequence
number, so as to overcome the problem that the pilot
location can not be determined in the prior art, thus en-
able each cell to acquire specific pilot location, so that all
the functions of the system can be realized conveniently.
[0022] Preferably, the cell sequence number compris-
es the sequence number ID1 of a cell group to which the
cell belongs; step S20 comprises mapping ID1 to k.
[0023] Preferably, ID1={0,1,···,166,167}, mapping ID1
to k comprises k =(ID1+n)mod6, wherein, n is selected
from {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Wherein n=0 indicates n is omitted
from k = (ID1 + n) mod 6 , and in the following equations,
n=0 implies the same meaning.
[0024] Preferably, ID1={0,1,···,166,167}, mapping ID1
to k comprises k = (floor (ID1/28)+ n) mod 6 , wherein n
is selected from {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The function floor()
means floor function, also may be denoted with a Ì.
[0025] Preferably, the cell sequence number compris-
es the sequence number ID1 of a cell group to which the
cell belongs, and the sequence number ID2 of the cell in
the cell group. Step S20 comprises mapping ID1 and ID2
to k.
[0026] Preferably, ID1={0,1,···,166,167}, ID2={0,1,2}.
Mapping ID1 and ID2 to k comprises: k =
(floor(ID/17)+n)mod6, wherein ID = ID133+ID2, n is se-
lected from {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Wherein ID can be considered
as the cell sequence number.
[0027] Preferably, ID1={0,1,···,166,167}, ID2={0,1,2}.
Mapping ID1 and ID2 to k comprises: k = (ID1mod 2 +
ID232 + n) mod 6, wherein n is selected from {0, 1, 2, 3,
4, 5}.
[0028] Preferably, ID1={0,1,···,166,167}, ID2={0,1,2}.
Mapping ID1 and ID2 to k comprises: k = (ID+n) mod 6,
wherein ID=ID133+ID2, n is selected from {0,1,2,3,4,5}.
[0029] Above preferred embodiments provide some
preferred mapping relationships, which can reasonably
maps the cell sequence number to the initial location of
downlink pilot.
[0030] Fig.4 is a block diagram of the device for map-
ping the initial location of downlink pilot according to an
embodiment of the present invention, which comprises:

an acquiring module 10, which is used to acquire a
cell sequence number;

a mapping module 20, which is used to map the cell
sequence number to k; and

a setting module 30, which is used to set an initial
location of a downlink pilot on the first antenna as
the kth sub-carrier.
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[0031] The above mapping method sets forth mapping
the initial location of downlink pilot by using cell sequence
number, so as to overcome the problem that the pilot
location can not be determined in the prior art, thus en-
able each cell to acquire specific pilot location, so that all
the functions of the system can be realized conveniently.
[0032] Preferably, ID1 ={0,1,···,166,167}, the mapping
module 20 is used to map cell sequence number to k by
using one of the following equations: k = (ID1 + n) mod
6; k = (floor (ID1/28) + n)mod 6; k = (floor (ID/17) + n)
mod 6; k = (ID1 mod 2 + ID232 + n) mod 6; k = (ID + n)
mod 6; wherein, ID = ID133 + ID2, n is selected from {0,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5}; ID1 denotes the sequence number of a cell
group to which the cell belongs; ID2 denotes the se-
quence number of the cell in the cell group.
[0033] Above preferred embodiments provide some
preferred mapping relationships, which reasonably map
the cell sequence number to the initial location of down-
link pilot.
[0034] Some embodiments of the present invention
are provided hereinafter for further understanding the
present invention.

Embodiment 1

[0035] It is assumed that cell ID is {0,17,34,
51,68,85,102,119,136,153,170,187}, and k = (floor
(ID/17)+n)mod6 is applied, then the initial location of pilot
on the first antenna of each cell is {0,1,2,3,4,5,
0,1,2,3,4,5}.

Embodiment 2

[0036] It is assumed that cell ID is {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,
8,9,10,11}, the corresponding cell group ID1 is
{0,0,0,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3}, cell ID2 in the cell group is
{0,1,2,0,1,2,0,1,2,0,1,2}, k = (ID1 mod 2 + ID232 + n)mod
6 is applied, then the initial location of the pilot on the first
antenna of each cell is {0,2,4,1,3,5,0,2,4,1,3,5}.

Embodiment 3

[0037] It is assumed that cell ID is {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,
8,9,10,11}, and k = (ID + n)mod 6 is applied, then the
initial location of pilot on the first antenna of each cell is
{0,1,2,3,4,5,0,1,2,3,4,5}.

Embodiment 4

[0038] It is assumed that cell ID is {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,
8,9,10,11}, the corresponding cell group ID1 is
{0,0,0,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3}, cell ID2 in the cell group is
{0,1,2,0,1,2,0,1,2,0,1,2}, k = (ID1 + n)mod 6 is applied,
then the initial location of the pilot on the first antenna of
each cell is {0,0,0,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3}.

Embodiment 5

[0039] It is assumed that cell ID is {0,43,86,126,169,
212,252,295,338,378,421,464}, the corresponding cell
group ID1 is {0,14,28,42,56,70,84,98,112,126,140,154},
cell ID2 in cell group is {0,1,2,0,1,2,0,1,2,0,1,2}, k = (floor
(ID1/28) + n) mod 6 is applied, then the initial location of
the pilot on the first antenna of each cell is
{0,1,2,3,4,5,0,1,2,3,4,5}.
[0040] It can be seen from the above description that
the mapping method and device for the initial location of
downlink pilot according to the above embodiments over-
come the problem that the pilot location can not be de-
termined in the prior art, because the cell sequence
number is employed to map the initial location of downlink
pilot, thus enable each cell to acquire specific pilot loca-
tion, so that all functions of the system can be realized
conveniently.
[0041] Obviously, those skilled in the art shall under-
stand that individual modules and steps of the present
invention can be implemented with general computation
devices integrated together or distributed in the network
formed by a plurality of computation devices, alternatively
implemented with program codes executable by compu-
tation devices, which can be stored in memory devices
for execution by the computation devices, or implement-
ed with ICs, or several modules or steps can be imple-
mented with a single IC. Thus, the present invention is
not limited to any particular hardware and software com-
bination.
[0042] Above description is to illustrate the preferred
embodiments not limit the present invention. Various al-
terations and changes to the present invention are ap-
parent to those skilled in the art. The scope defined in
claims shall comprise any modification, equivalent sub-
stitution and improvement in the principle of the present
invention.

Claims

1. A method for mapping the initial location of a down-
link pilot, characterized by comprising:

acquiring (S10) a cell sequence number;
mapping (S20) the cell sequence number to k;
and
setting (S30) an initial location of the downlink
pilot on a first antenna as the kth sub-carrier;
wherein the mapping the cell sequence number
to k comprises k = (ID + n) mod 6, wherein the
cell sequence number comprises a sequence
number ID1 of a cell group to which the cell be-
longs, ID = ID1, ID1={0,1,···,166,167} ; or, the
cell sequence number comprises a sequence
number ID1 of a cell group to which the cell be-
longs and a sequence number ID2 of the cell in
the cell group, ID = ID133 + ID2, ID1={0,1,···,
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166,167}, ID2= {0,1,2} ; n is selected from {0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5}.

2. A device for mapping the initial position of a downlink
pilot, characterized by comprising:

an acquiring module (10), adapted to acquire a
cell sequence number;
a mapping module (20), adapted to map the cell
sequence number to k; and
a setting module (30), adapted to set an initial
location of the downlink pilot on a first antenna
as the kth sub-carrier;
wherein the mapping module (20) is adapted to
map the cell sequence number to k by using the
following equations: 

wherein ID = ID1, or ID = ID133 + ID2, n is se-
lected from {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}; ID1 denotes the
sequence number of a cell group to which the
cell belongs, ID1={0,1,···,166,167}; ID2 denotes
the sequence number of the cell in the cell group,
ID2={0,1,2}.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Abbilden der anfänglichen Position
eines Abwärtsstrecken-Pilotsignals,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren ent-
hält:

Erfassen (S10) einer Zellensequenznummer;
Abbilden (S20) der Zellensequenznummer auf
k; und
Einstellen (S30) einer anfänglichen Position des
Abwärtsstrecken-Pilotsignals auf einer ersten
Antenne als den k-ten Nebenträger;

wobei das Abbilden der Zellensequenznummer auf
k folgendes enthält: k = (ID + n)mod6, wobei die Zel-
lensequenznummer eine Sequenznummer ID1 ei-
ner Zellengruppe, zu der die Zelle gehört, mit ID=ID1,
ID1 ={0,1,...,166,167} enthält; oder wobei die Zellen-
sequenznummer eine Sequenznummer ID1 einer
Zellengruppe, zu welcher die Zelle gehört, und eine
Sequenznummer ID2 der Zelle der Zellengruppe mit
ID=ID1x3+ID2,ID2,ID1={0,1,...,166,167} enthält,
wobei n ausgewählt ist aus {0, 1,2,3,4,5}.

2. Vorrichtung zum Abbilden einer anfänglichen Posi-
tion eines Abwärtsstrecken-Pilotsignals, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass es enthält:

ein Erfassungsmodul (10), welches angepasst
ist, eine Zellensequenznummer zu erfassen;
ein Mappingmodul (20), welches angepasst ist,
die Zellensequenznummer auf k abzubilden;
und
ein Einstellungsmodul (30), welches angepasst
ist, eine anfängliche Position des Abwärtsstre-
cken-Pilotsignals auf einer ersten Antenne als
den k-ten Nebenträger zu setzen;
wobei das Mappingmodul (20) angepasst ist, die
Zellensequenznummer unter Verwendung der
folgenden Gleichungen auf k abzubilden: 

wobei ID=ID1, oder ID=ID1x3+ID2, wobei n ausge-
wählt ist aus {0,1,2,3,4,5}; ID1 bezeichnet die Zel-
lensequenznummer einer Zellgruppe, zu welcher die
Zelle gehört, ID1={0,1,...,166,167}; ID2 bezeichnet
die Sequenznummer der Zelle in der Zellgruppe
ID2= {0,1,2}.

Revendications

1. Méthode pour la mise en correspondance de la po-
sition initiale d’un pilote de liaison descendante, ca-
ractérisée en ce qu’elle comprend :

l’acquisition (S10) d’un numéro de séquence de
cellule ;
la mise en correspondance (S20) du numéro de
séquence de cellule avec k ; et
l’établissement (S30) d’une position initiale du
pilote de liaison descendante sur une première
antenne comme la kième sous-porteuse ;
dans laquelle la mise en correspondance du nu-
méro de séquence de cellule avec k comprend
k = (ID + n)mod6, dans laquelle le numéro de
séquence de cellule comprend un numéro de
séquence ID1 d’un groupe de cellules auquel la
cellule appartient, ID = ID1, ID1 = {0, 1, ..., 166,
167} ; ou le numéro de séquence de cellule com-
prend un numéro de séquence ID1 d’un groupe
de cellules auquel la cellule appartient et un nu-
méro de séquence ID2 de la cellule dans le grou-
pe de cellules, ID = ID1 x 3 + ID2, ID1 = {0, 1, ...,
166, 167}, ID2 = {0, 1, 2} ; n est sélectionné parmi
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.

2. Dispositif pour la mise en correspondance de la po-
sition initiale d’un pilote de liaison descendante, ca-
ractérisé en ce qu’il comprend :

un module d’acquisition (10) adapté pour acqué-
rir un numéro de séquence de cellule ;
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un module de mise en correspondance (20)
adapté pour mettre en correspondance le nu-
méro de séquence de cellule avec k ; et
un module de réglage (30) adapté pour établir
une position initiale du pilote de liaison descen-
dante sur une première antenne comme la kième

sous-porteuse ;
dans lequel le module de mise en correspon-
dance (20) est adapté pour mettre en corres-
pondance le numéro de séquence de cellule
avec k en utilisant les équations suivantes : 

dans lequel ID = ID1 ou ID = ID1 x 3 + ID2, n
est sélectionné parmi {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, ID1 dé-
signe le numéro de séquence d’un groupe de
cellules auquel la cellule appartient, ID1 = {0,
1, ..., 166, 167} ; ID2 désigne le numéro de sé-
quence de la cellule dans le groupe de cellules,
ID2 = {0, 1, 2}.

9 10 
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